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Executive Summary
It is a fundamental characteristic of the MixedEmotions approach that it is powered by a live updated large-scale social
and semantic web fed knowledge base, which we call the “Social Semantic Knowledge Graph”. The “Social Semantic
Knowledge Graph” will be a semantically integrated representation of entities (e.g. people, events, locations, shows,
products,

services,

etc.)

extracted

across

content

in

different

languages

and

modalities

(i.e.

audio/speech/image/video/text), enriched with social context of these entities (e.g. based on extraction/inclusion of
social graphs) and emotion/sentiment on/by these entities. This deliverable is the initial report on the data modelling
for the Social Semantic Knowledge Graph, which is meant to be the foundation for the integration during the first
iteration of the project.
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1 Introduction
This deliverable is roughly organized as follows. We first address core data modelling of the knowledge
graph. In this section we address the selection of the ontologies, which we consider important for the use
cases of MixedEmotions. We then look at the possibilities for integration of specific datasets. In doing so
we look at the current status, also in light of the recent dismissal of the Freebase knowledgebase,
considering what alternative datasets are available today and hinting at the procedures that will be required
in the preprocessing. It is expected that this will include transformations and interlinking of the records,
with the required transformations ranging from consolidation and linkage of the data to partner/use case
specific functionalities.

2 Data Modelling
2.1 The role and use of ontologies
The project is founded on the idea of leveraging semantic web technologies for the purpose of interoperable
multilingual emotion processing. For this reason, when wanting to do data modelling, we focus first on
existing data representation models which are compatible with Semantic Web standards, such as for
example semantic web encoded ontologies.
It is to be observed however that the practitioner experience coming from the MixedEmotions consortium
suggests a pragmatic approach: at least in this first phase, the vocabularies will be used certainly for their
terminology and class subclass structures but will not necessarily be strictly used for formal reasoning using
the logical formalism in which they might have been encoded (E.g. OWL2, OWL-DL, RDFs to give a few).
In terms of ontology selection, we in this section we will go over our choice, which was made to cover the
basic use cases of:
•

basic social network relationships and influence of an accounts

•

posts, individual contributions (and their frequency)

•

cross-site identity

•

poll-specific aspects
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We also wish to stress that this deliverable is finalized at an early stage of the project, and we will be quite
ready to revise it as the project moves along driven by the actual needs of the use cases. This section
provides a state of the art of the existing vocabularies both for modelling various aspects of social media
data as well as linguistic, aspect-based sentiment and emotion aspects of the data.
2.2 Social Media vocabularies
This subsection includes an overview of the existing ontologies that model different features of the social
media, such as profiles, liking or other common concepts in social media. The following subsections show a
brief description of each of those ontologies:
2.2.1 FOAF
FOAF (Friend-of-a-Friend) is a vocabulary, which describes people, and contact information with a generic
relation “knows” for social relations. FOAF also supports some interesting terms for the Social Web, such
as OnlineAccount or nick. These will be the foundation of the social presence encoded as knowledge graph
in MixedEmotions.
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Figure 1. FOAF ontology

The image above depicts the main classes of the FOAF ontology with the relationships between them, it
also hints at the interaction with the SIOC ontology, discussed in the next section
URL: http://xmlns.com/foaf/spec/
2.2.2 SIOC
SIOC (Semantically Interlinked Online Communities) is an ontology that models social community sites,
such as blogs, wikis or forums. This ontology models user interests using the ‘topic’ property. In
MixedEmotions this will be used to encode messages and forums in which content has been collected
URL: http://rdfs.org/sioc/spec/
2.2.3 ActOnt
The ActOnt ontology is an extension of the SIOC ontology, which aims to insure interoperability between
the principal social media. The objective is to primarily well describe the different persons activities in the
principal Social Medias and the content of these media. The goal is to make efficient social networks
analysis by aggregating their different contents.
URL:
http://www.academia.edu/10478522/ActOnto_an_Extension_of_the_SIOC_Standard_for_Social_Media_A
nalysis_and_Interoperability
2.2.4 DLPO
DLPO (Digital.me LivePost Ontology) models personal and social knowledge discovered from social
media. This ontology captures different types of knowledge, such as online posts, different kinds of posts,
microposts, physical presence, online presence and online sharing practices.
URL: http://www.semanticdesktop.org/ontologies/2011/10/05/dlpo/
2.2.5 MOAT
MOAT (Meaning-Of-A-Tag) is ontology to define the semantic meaning of a tag and to create manually
annotations of social media. Two types of tags are defined in the ontology: global across all content and
local for a particular tag on a given resource. In MixedEmotions tagging is also performed automatically by
some of the components.
URL: http://moat-project.org/ (non-available url :( )
D5.1 Data Modelling for the Social Semantic Knowledge Graph
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2.2.6 SWUM
SWUM (Social Web User Model) based on GUMO (General User Modelling Ontology) provided increases
resolution over the standard FOAF model to address use cases across the most common social networks. It
is expected this might be useful to address the use cases in the “Social TV”.
URL: http://swum-ontology.org/
2.2.7 SKOS
As the name implies, SKOS, simple knowledge organization system, provides classes such as skos:Concept
to denote a concept and skos:ConceptScheme to denote a group of concepts and simple properties for
knowledge organization such as semantic properties between Concepts: skos:broader, skos:narrower,
skos:relates; label properties of Concepts: skos:prefLabel, skos:altLabel; documentary properties such as
skos:definition and skos:example, skos:editorialNote,…, etc.
The following image, from the W3C website, represents at a glance how skos interacts well with SIOC and
FOAF in social use cases allowing to tag - and perform simple reasoning on topics that are covered in social
interactions.
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Figure 2. SIOC ontology

URL: http://www.w3.org/2004/02/skos/
2.3 Sentiment and Emotion vocabularies
This subsection describes vocabularies that focus on modeling aspect-based sentiments and emotions both
at the macro (i.e. review level) as well as the micro (i.e. entity) level.
2.3.1 EmotionML
EmotionML (Burkhardt et al 2013) is W3C recommendation to represent emotion related states in data
processing systems. It was developed as a XML schema by a subgroup of the W3C MMI (Multimodal
Interaction) Working Group chaired by Deborah Dahl in a first version from approximately 2005 until
2013, most of this time the development was lead by Marc Schröder. Emotions can be represented in terms
of four types of descriptions taken from the scientific literature: categories, dimensions, appraisals, and
action tendencies, with a single <emotion> element containing one or more of such descriptors. The
following snippet exemplifies the principles of the EmotionML syntax.
<sentence id="sent1">
Do I have to go to the dentist?
</sentence>
<emotion xmlns="http://www.w3.org/2009/10/emotionml" category-set="http://.../xml#everyday-categories">
<category name="afraid" value="0.4"/>
<reference role="expressedBy" uri="#sent1"/>
</emotion>

Since there is no single agreed-upon vocabulary for each of the four types of emotion descriptions,
EmotionML provides a mandatory mechanism for identifying the vocabulary
used in a given <emotion>. Some vocabularies are suggested by the W3C (Schröder et
al., 2012) and to make EmotionML documents interoperable users are encouraged to use them.
URL: http://www.w3.org/TR/emotionml/
2.3.2 WordNet Affect
WordNet Affect (Strapparava and Valitutti, 2004) is an effort to provide lexical representation of affective
knowledge. It builds upon WordNet, adding a new set of tags to a selection of synsets to annotate them with
affective information. The affective labels in WordNet Affect were generated through a mix of manual
curation and automatic processing. Labels are related to one another in the form of a taxonomy. Then, a
D5.1 Data Modelling for the Social Semantic Knowledge Graph
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subset of all WordNet synsets were annotated with such labels, leveraging the structure and information of
WordNet.
Hence, the contribution of WordNet Affect is twofold: a rich categorical model of emotions based on
WordNet, and the linking of WordNet synsets to such affects.
URL: http://wndomains.fbk.eu/wnaffect.html
2.3.3 Marl
Marl is a standardized data schema (also referred as "ontology" or "vocabulary") designed to annotate and
describe subjective opinions expressed on the web or in particular Information Systems. Marl models
sentiment valence (i.e. positive, negative), intensity (e.g. +1, -0.5) and provenance such as the algorithm
used and its confidence. However emotions cannot be modeled with Marl.
URL: http://www.gi2mo.org/marl/0.1/ns.html
2.3.4 Onyx
Onyx is a vocabulary to represent the Emotion Analysis process and its results, as well as annotating lexical
resources for Emotion Analysis. It includes all the necessary classes and properties to provide structured
and meaningful Emotion Analysis results, and to connect results from different providers and applications.
Onyx follows the Linked Data principles as it is aligned with the Provenance Ontology, it represents lexical
resources as linked data, and has been integrated with lemon, an increasingly popular RDF model for
representing lexical entries. Furthermore, it does not prescribe any emotion model and can be linked to
heterogeneous emotion models expressed as Linked Data. Onyx representations can also be published using
W3C EmotionML markup, using a specific mapping.
URL: http://www.gsi.dit.upm.es/ontologies/onyx/
2.3.5 HEO
The Human Emotion Ontology (Grassi, 2009) is a vocabulary to annotate multimedia with emotion. The
ontology supports various emotions categories, from the classical 6 Eckmanian emotions to more fine
grained emotion categories and various emotion dimensions: arousal, valence and dominance. Also action
tendencies, regulations and modalities of emotions can be modeled with HEO.
URL: http://link.springer.com/chapter/10.1007%2F978-3-642-04391-8_32#page-1
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2.3.6 Chinese Emotion Ontology
The Chinese Emotion Ontology (Yan et al, 2008) was developed to help understand, classify and recognize
emotions in Chinese. The ontology is based on HowNet, the Chinese equivalent of WordNet. The ontology
provides 113 categories of emotions, which resemble the WordNet taxonomy and the authors also relate the
resulting ontology with other emotion categories. All the categories together contains over 5000 Chinese
verbs.
URL: http://connection.ebscohost.com/c/articles/31904020/creation-chinese-emotion-ontology-based-hownet

2.3.7 Emotive Ontology
The work on Emotive Ontology models (Sykora et. al. 2013) addresses mostly sparse text from social
networks such as Twitter and Facebook. The ontology is very basic and uses 8 emotion categories: anger,
confusion, disgust, fear, happiness, sadness, shame and surprise. No information about intensity, other
emotion dimension nor provenance is the focus of this work. The work has however a nice overview of
standard emotion categories such as: Drummond, Ekman, Izard and Plutchik.
URL: http://www.iadisportal.org/ijcsis/papers/2013160208.pdf
2.4 Linguistic linked data vocabularies
This subsection describes vocabularies that focus on the linguistic aspect of the data.
2.4.1 lemon
lemon is a proposed model for modelling lexicons and machine-readable dictionaries, linked to the
Semantic Web and the Linked Data cloud. By design it meets the following challenges:
•

RDF-native form to enable leverage of existing Semantic Web technologies (SPARQL, OWL, RDF
etc.).

•

Linguistically sound structure based on LMF to enable conversion to existing offline formats.

•

Separation of the lexicon and ontology layers, to ensure compatibility with existing OWL models.

•

Linking to data categories, in order to allow for arbitrarily complex linguistic description. In
particular the LexInfo vocabulary is aligned to lemon and ISOcat.

•

A small model using the principle of least power - the less expressive the language, the more
reusable the data.

lemon was developed by the Monnet project as a collaboration between: CITEC at Bielefeld University,
Insight (formerly DERI) at the National University of Ireland, Galway, Universidad Politécnica de Madrid
D5.1 Data Modelling for the Social Semantic Knowledge Graph
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and DFKI. lemon is modular and allows for easy extension with other annotations of the lexical
information, i.e. sentiment and or emotion annotations.
URL: http://lemon-model.net/
2.4.2 NIF
The NLP Interchange Format (NIF) is an RDF/OWL-based format that aims to achieve interoperability
between Natural Language Processing (NLP) tools, language resources and annotations. The ontology
contains seven core URIs (Classes: String, RFC5147String, Context and properties: isString,
referenceContext, beginIndex, endIndex) that provide the foundation to express NLP annotations effectively
in RDF. The foundation for annotations allows for easy extension with other annotations of the textual
information, i.e. sentiment and or emotion annotations.
URL: http://persistence.uni-leipzig.org/nlp2rdf/

3 Data Selection
In this chapter we describe the selection of the datasets and specific data with focus on the use cases. The
list of sources potentially relevant for the project contains social networks, blogs, news and various
discussions. Popular usage of this data is in brand monitoring, trend watching, sentiment/competitor
analysis & customer service, etc. For the MixedEmotions project, many important types of information can
be useful, such as product/service reviews, feedback, complaints, brand monitoring, brand analysis,
competitor analysis, overall sentiment towards the brand etc.
Today’s most popular social networks are Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn, Pinterest, Google+ etc. The
complete list of top 15 most popular social networking sites for July 2015 can be seen at ebizmba.com.
These social networks are definitely worth of monitoring within the project. On the other hand, specific
social networks can be useful as well. Whether we're talking about raptr - a social-networking targeting
video-game players, CafeMom - a social networking site which is targeted at mothers and mothers-to-be or
Untappd - a social networking service for beer lovers, they all provide valuable portion of social data that
can be used for various tasks, including brand reputation in specific cases. Most of relevant social networks
provide one or more APIs to get the data about users, friends, posts, comments etc. To access the API, the
user account has to be created and often the application has to be registered. Free usage of each API is
restricted to certain number of queries per time unit (e.g., 5,000 requests per hour). Hence, only a limited
amount of data can be freely gathered for a given period of time. The access to the whole stream of data
(often called firehose) is not free of charge and is often provided only to special partners.
D5.1 Data Modelling for the Social Semantic Knowledge Graph
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Another important source of social data for this project are blogs. In 2013, there were over 152
millions of blogs on the Internet. The largest blog sites include wordpress.org, Blogger, wordpress.com or
Tumblr. Similarly to social networks, the access to the whole stream of data is not provided free of charge.
The data from blogs can be downloaded usually via RSS feeds or for some large blogging sites also via
APIs.
Another type of social data on the Internet are discussions and forums. The most valuable data of
this type comes mostly from web sites dealing with specific themes, such as wedding, pregnancy, computer
games, health care etc., from general discussion sites like reddit or from comments under the news, blog
posts or YouTube videos.
There is also another type of data that can be used especially for the brand reputation pilot product reviews. Available datasets of this type are small and deal with very specific topics - reviews of
hotels, restaurants, movies, electronics and other merchandise.
Although the aim of the project is to work with the live data from various sources, some existing
datasets could be also valuable, mainly for testing purposes. A great deal of social data is available from
Stanford Large Network Dataset Collection curated by Jure Leskovec. The data consists of data from
various social networks as well as reviews. When dealing with sentiment analysis, various data, provided
usually along with existing tools, can be found on the Internet. For example, for the Czech language, there
is a dataset provided by the NLP group at University of West Bohemia.
3.1 Data streams and datasets to be used in the MixedEmotions project
BUT’s data crawler for social media that will be used in the MixedEmotions project gets data from
Twitter, YouTube discussions and market-specific product reviews (e.g., from the biggest Czech shopping
comparison site Heureka.cz). The downloaded data is stored in JSON.
Twitter will serve as a primary source of social media data in the project as it is relevant and
applicable in all three-project pilots. Twitter has several APIs that can be used in the project. The most
important API is the Streaming API consisting of two crucial components - Public streams and User
Streams. Whereas Public streams offer samples of the public data (based on the keywords, user ids or
geolocations) flowing through Twitter, User Streams provide a stream of data and events specific to an
authenticated user. The default access level for Public streams is limited up to 400 track keywords, 5,000
followed userids and 25 0.1-360 degree location boxes.
The REST APIs provide programmatic access to read and write Twitter data, author a new tweet, read
author profile and data on followers, search history, etc. Compared to the Streaming API, the REST APIs
D5.1 Data Modelling for the Social Semantic Knowledge Graph
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can be used to obtain historical data. However, there are strict limits - 15 requests per 15 minutes. Hence,
the main use of the REST APIs is to get followers and followings for a given user.
A typical use case consists in defining a list of track keywords (up to 400), using Public Streams to
get tweets containing these keywords, analyzing the tweets and users who authored them and potentially
getting additional data about the users (other tweets, followers etc.). Several Twitter account need to be
created for this processing, since a Twitter account cannot be used more than once at the same time.
As a use case, BUT prepared a list of 195 keywords related to a brand analysis/market research in
the field of computer games. The list mainly contains keywords corresponding to game names such as
Battlefield, Call of Duty or Witcher. Using this list, we are able to download about 1,300 tweets per minute
in average, which gives us more than 7 GB of raw data (JSON format including additional info about each
tweet) per day.
The data crawled using the BUT’s data crawler will be available through the REST API running on
servers in Paradigma Tecnológico. Users will define extraction parameters (especially the list of keywords)
in an initial phase. The service will return a unique id of the crawling job that will be used for further
refinements of the parameters but also as a pointer to a place with downloaded data. As the amount of data
from Twitter highly depends on the defined set of tracked keywords and the popularity of covered topics, a
cyclic schema of JSON files named with timestamps will be used to enable easy processing of results and
prevent filling of the data disks at the same time.

3.2 Data Sources, Data Enrichment, and Integration
The three MixedEmotions pilot use-cases cover a broad range of possible topics: information about
brands, companies, events, locations, markets, people, celebrities, movies, etc. That puts strong
requirements on the breadth of primary data source. The main large sources of data worth considering today
are Freebase, DBpedia, and Wikidata. We examine each of them and consider their pros and cons with
respect to their relevance to the pilots, their breadth, their up-to-datedness, and their future.

3.2.1 Freebase
Until recently, Freebase was the largest structured knowledge graph available. However, it is being
eclipsed by Google. It became read-only in March 2015, it should have been shut down by the end of June
2015 and while it is still running, it can be closed any time now. Data from Freebase is being migrated to
D5.1 Data Modelling for the Social Semantic Knowledge Graph
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Wikidata. The migration is a slow ongoing process mostly because Wikidata has high requirements on the
quality of the facts it contains.
Freebase was built by Metaweb Technologies and, unlike the Semantic Web, which in general
requires pre-designed pre-existing ontologies; it used the folksonomy approach in which users can create
any categories they want. Later, facts could be promoted to a category of more trusted facts through a
curation process. The result is that Freebase has a very rich structure with many categories and a broad
range of facts but also facts that do not conform to the highest requirements.
Metaweb developed its own technologies to store and query Freebase. Most notably, they
developed the Metaweb Query Language - the primary means for running structured queries against
Freebase. All the facts were stored in an in-house built “NoSQL” solution called “graphd” - an append-only
store supporting a subset of ACID guarantees. This is notable because the Freebase RDF dump was
provided merely as an additional service for the community. RDF was not the primary modelling and
storage framework. As a result, the RDF produced by Metaweb wasn’t always of the highest quality.

3.3 Moving Beyond Freebase, the MixedEmotions source.
As discussed, the above work has been done on data which will not be suitable for MixedEmotions project,
if for no other reason because Freebase has been dismissed at the beginning of the project itself (July 2015).
The objective of the knowledge graph effort in Mixed Emotions will be therefore to reproduce what was
originally available and described above using other data sources. In this Section we will discuss them.

3.3.1 Wikidata
Wikidata is a structured data source that is used mainly by Wikipedia’s info-boxes. As of now (July 2015),
it contains more than 17 million items and more than 58 million statements. Wikidata’s sources are
primarily user-edits through the website only. There are two exceptions: data imports from Freebase (a
donation by Google), and edits by automated bots. The two main differences of Wikidata to both Freebase
and DBpedia are that Wikidata uses opaque entity ids (for example Q42 stands for Douglas Adams), and
Wikidata has higher requirements on the quality of facts in that it requires provenance information specifically, each fact must also reference at least one source.
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Figure 3. Wikidata example
Wikidata’s data model also includes so called “qualifiers” which are statements that qualify relations. For
example, Douglas Adams has a spouse with qualifiers “from date” and “to date”.
Presence of references and qualifiers means that modelling the same data in RDF requires some kind of
reification. That can make both modelling and querying quite complex. It is worth noting that Wikidata’s
model is description (or document) per entity (similarly to Wikipedia’s pages) and its native data format is
JSON. Modelling the data as RDF is only an additional service and currently there are several alternative
RDF dumps of Wikidata.
3.3.2 Wikidata RDF
Wikidata provides official RDF dumps: a full one with most if not all of the data model being represented in
RDF and a simplified dump without reification. There is also another Wikidata RDF dump provided by a
third party, which maps Wikidata statements to the DBpedia ontology. The Wikidata data model consists of
entities and statements. Every entity has a page. Entities are items (e.g. Q42, i.e. Douglas Adams), or
properties (e.g. P539, i.e. date of birth). Statements about entities include: qualifiers, references, and ranks.
We have already mentioned qualifiers and references. Ranks indicate “importance” of statements, the
possible values are: normal, preferred, deprecated. Ranks can be used to quickly filter out irrelevant
statements.
The following screenshot is a snippet of information about Douglas Adams and his spouse:
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In (the full) RDF, it becomes:

Figure 4. Wikidata Douglas Adams entity
As you can see, the identifiers are opaque and without explanatory labels the graph wouldn’t be legible.
You can also notice the complex reification: the “entity:Q42Sb886...7371e” instance represents the
statement that Douglas Adams has a spouse. P26 is the Wikidata id for property “spouse”. In the RDF
representation, the predicate ids use the Wikidata id plus a suffix - for example s for “statement”, or q for
“qualifier”. The simplified RDF dump includes only statements without qualifiers and it ignores references.
This results into a simpler model that however still remains opaque due to opaque ids.
The Wikidata DBpedia RDF dump maps Wikidata to the DBpedia ontology. It also requires complex
modelling but it uses clear identifiers. It is also post-processed to infer transitive types, to resolve transitive
redirects, and it includes a couple of other post-processing and validation steps. This modelling results in
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familiar-looking SPARQL queries. Consider the following example (Wikidata DBpedia RDF-based on the
left, official Wikidata RDF-based on the right):

Figure 5. Wikidata Dbpedia RDF dump exploration is more user friendly.
3.3.3 DBpedia
DBpedia is a project that systematically turns data from Wikipedia into structured data by means of the
DBpedia Extraction Framework. Specifically, DBpedia for example maintains mappings of Wikipedia’s
infoboxes to RDF statements. DBpedia crowdsources its ontology. The DBpedia ontology is well-known
and quite broadly used with many examples being available about how to query DBpedia via SPARQL. As
of now, DBpedia includes 4 million instances and 42 million statements (70 million raw statements).
Compared to Wikidata, it contains fewer instances but it seems to include richer descriptions (more
properties per entity). There is an overlap between DBpedia and Wikidata at least in the fact that both
projects closely interact with Wikipedia (in opposite directions) and both projects publish their data as RDF.
DBpedia is more mature, its ontology more well-known which will most likely be the case in near future
too because it uses descriptive identifiers and thus it is easier to use.

4 Towards the Mixedemotions Knowledge Graph
The model for the MixedEmotions knowledge graph distribution: the SindiceTech (Freebase) Knowledge
Graph Distribution

Freebase had been available just as a large, hard to use data dump or via predefined APIs offering a limited
expressibility. The SindiceTech Freebase distribution solves that by providing all the Freebase knowledge
preloaded in an RDF specific database (also called triplestore) and equipped with a set of tools that make it
much easier to compose queries and understand the data as a whole.
The following section has been adapted from the official description and documentation of the Freebase
distribution and serves in this document as an example of what a Knowledge Graph distribution has been. It
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is to be noted however that this does not represent a commitment toward providing the same functionalities
in the final MixedEmotions knowledge graph which instead has to be focused on the project use cases and
therefore might be containing different tools or functionalities. It represents however a great starting point,
both conceptually and in terms of tools which will be possibly adapted.
4.1 Freebase Distribution: Why having all the data locally?
To basically get one’s own private freebase. This allows unlimited queries, much higher performance,
relational integration with other data and usage in complex scenarios where one does not want to reveal out
what is being searched.
4.2 On Google Cloud and AWS
The distribution was packaged as a virtual machine snapshot that you can easily spin up in Google Cloud or
AWS EC2.
The SindiceTech Freebase distribution therefore provides three main things:
•

a clean RDF Freebase dump, understanding of the structure of Freebase,

•

a local pre-loaded SPARQL endpoint with Freebase for easy structured querying

•

a set of ready to use preconfigured tools to operate on the knowledge.

4.3 Distribution anatomy
The distribution comes in form of VM on Google Cloud. Once unpacked and started it contains:
•

A Tomcat container running the backend for the Assisted Sparql Query application.

•

An HTTPD server, for the frontend of the Assisted Sparql Query editor, and the Data Type
Explorer, both in tree and in graph format. This will serve the distribution homepage on
localhost:80.

•

A Virtuoso 7 Triplestore preloaded with Freebase Data and Summary Graph Data, this will have its
native interface at port 8890.
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4.4 Tools
4.4.1 Exploring Freebase
Before you can start consuming data from Freebase, you need to understand what is there in the dataset.
What are the types of entities that are present? What is the instance counts? How are the instances
connected each other? And so on.
4.4.2 The Data Types Explorer
Being able to see how the data fits into categories and what are the most specific types to refer to it is key to
writing queries that return the right results, with no more noise (or less results) than needed.
Freebase has thousands of types as part of its entire dataset. What’s more, an item in freebase can be
associated with multiple types resulting in a complex type hierarchy.
Furthermore freebase does not have a strictly enforced type hierarchy itself which means that:
Looking at the data, one can understand how entities are grouped around types and sets of types.
The browser that we include in the distribution extracts groups and inclusions from bottom-up perspective
from the data.
As each entity can have multiple types not necessarily in a hierarchy the final result is a "lattice"
structure for the type inclusion and not a plain "tree".
The following figure illustrates the lattice ordered by number of types per entity:

Figure 6. Freebase type counts.
In the first column on the left are the groups of entities which are marked with a single data type. For
example if freebase contains an entity named "Acme the Picture" simply typed as film.film then this entity
will be counted only in the first box on the bottom left of the picture.
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According to the data in this release, there are 91,555 such entities (the size count in the diagram) marked as
film.film but not as anything else. On the other hand, the cumulative size label indicates how many entities
are

there

that

also

havefilm.film

as

a

type

(in

this

case

159,769).

In

the

case

of

award.award_nominated_work we see that there exist only 2890 entities over 56,029 which do not have any
other type. This is expected as one would expect these award winning works to be also properly typed.
Moving to the second column then we can see cluster of entities which have 2 classes, for example
the cluster having entities which are award.award_nominated_work but also film.film. This is a set of of
4313 entities (with just these 2 types) while the total number of entities that have at least these two types again the cumulative size is 11,486). The Data type Explorer which we include in this distribution allows
the live exploration of all this. In its tabular form it looks as shown below:

Figure 7. Data type explorer – tabular version
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The tree starts from the most popular types (by cumulative type, which is the most indicative
number) and allows drilling down to cluster of entities which have more and more types at the same time.
As the order of the types do not matter, the same numbers can be seen going from different "roots", e.g., one
would encounter the same numbers starting from either tv.tv_series_episode and then film.film then
following the opposite route. Also note that the Explorer also has a search feature which allows you to find
cluster which contain the specified string in the name of any of the contained types.
4.4.3 The Data Type Explorer - Graph Version
The same data type hierarchy data can be accessed in graphical form, which gives further hints on how
freebase data is organized. Here the hierarchy is shown with bigger dots being the single class clusters and
weights being based on the cumulative counts. Note that in order to constrain the complexity of the
visualization, this view cuts off the smaller clusters so part of the data in smaller clusters, or clusters that are
not connected will be unaccounted for.
The contribution of this visualization is that it visually clusters together types that have "something
to do" with each other creating. To see this, try "film" or "track" or "politician" or "city" as an input in the
search box to see the relative part of the class "hierarchy" highlighted.

Figure 8. Data type explorer – graph version
4.4.4 Querying Freebase with the assisted SPARQL Query editor
The distribution comes with a preloaded Virtuoso triple store which you can begin querying straight
away using the SPARQL query language. For those not familiar with it, SPARQL is a mature query
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language which is specialized in querying Knowledge Graphs expressed in RDF. Writing SPARQL queries
however is often difficult, e.g., classes need to be specified with their full URIs and it is not obvious what
properties apply to which class. For this reason, this distribution includes an assisted SPARQL query editor
(SparqlEd) which uses the summary graph to provide auto-completion and suggestions. The suggestions are
activated by pressing CTRL Space (Windows/Linux) or CTRL + tilde (Mac).

Figure 9. Sindice assisted SPARQL editor.
The suggestions use the context of the query to recommend only properties which are related to the types in
the current scope. The editor does not mandate these types so the user is anyway free to edit the query at
will. As an example and exercise, try composing the query below:

PREFIX rdf: <http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#>
SELECT * WHERE {
?f a <http://rdf.freebase.com/ns/film.film> .
# type "film" + CTRL space
?f <http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#label> ?fl .
# type “label” + CTRL space
?f <http://rdf.freebase.com/ns/film.film.directed_by> ?d . # type directed + CTRL space
?d <http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#label> ?dl .
# type in label again
}
LIMIT 10

Note: direct access to the Virtuoso SPARQL endpoint (no auto-suggestions) can still be performed by
accessing http://your.google.cloud.ip/sparql/. In our video interview a demo of SPARQLed in action can be
seen online1, while a number of additional good hints on how to query freebase in SPARQL is also
available2.

1

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m6EdVYt9rgs#t=537

2

http://blog.databaseanimals.com/how-to-write-sparql-queries-against-freebase-data
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4.5 The Data Graph Summary
If you have a SPARQL endpoint, you can in theory get these answers simply running analytic queries.
When graphs are very large, however it is very handy to have all this precomputed.
In this distribution we include not only Freebase data, but also an additional data graph called "Data Graph
Summary" which we compute offline using Hadoop. For more details on this see later section on "Querying
the Data Graph Summary". The summary graph is the key to the following exploration tools that are in the
distributions. At the heart of the capabilities of the tools in this distribution lies the Data Graph Summary,
an extra RDF graph which is computed from the Freebase data and then loaded "next to it".
4.5.1 Querying the Data Graph Summary
Triplestores support multiple "named graphs", that is individual graphs made of triples whose name is
identified by URIs. In this distribution the data itself is stored in the graph with URI:
http://freebase.sindice.com/data/.
On the other hand summary graph is stored in the Virtuoso store as a named graph with URI:
http://freebase.sindice.com/summary.
The summary graph is based on the idea of clusters of instances (called ?node in the query below). For the
simplest type of summary that our Knowledge Graph Analytics produces, these clusters are given the label
of the type. We can query the summary graph for getting the counts of a cluster of a particular type
(people.person) and sort the results by their counts.
prefix a: <http://vocab.sindice.net/analytics#>
prefix a23: <http://vocab.sindice.net/>
select ?nodelabel ?nodec
from <http://freebase.sindice.com/summary> where {
?node a23:domain ?d .

# to identify node

?node a:label ?bnode .
?bnode a:label ?nodelabel .
?node a:cardinality ?nodec .
filter (regex(?nodelabel, "people.person"))
} order by desc(?nodec) limit 100
prefix a: <http://vocab.sindice.net/analytics#>
prefix a23: <http://vocab.sindice.net/>
select ?nodelabel ?nodec ?edgelabel ?edgec
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from <http://freebase.sindice.com/summary> where {
?node a23:domain ?d .

# to identify node

?node a:label ?bnode .
?bnode a:label ?nodelabel .
?node a:cardinality ?nodec .
?edge a:source ?node .
?edge a:label ?edgelabel .
?edge a:cardinality ?edgec .
filter (regex(?nodelabel, "people.person") && regex(?edgelabel,"people.person"))
} order by desc(?edgec) limit 100

5 MixedEmotions Pilot Use Cases.
In this section, we consider the three MixedEmotions use cases with respect to the available data sources.
5.1 Social TV
The Social TV use case could most likely benefit from rich information about events, people, celebrities,
places, and other general topics. Many TV programmes are centered around current events and thus
currency of the knowledge base becomes very important. DBpedia provides a service called DBpedia Live,
which strives to provide as current information as possible. Wikipedia can see up to 100 edits per minute
and major topics of the day often become updated very quickly. DBpedia Live is thus worth considering as
a source of current structured data (albeit with latency in hours to days both due to edits to Wikipedia not
being real-time and due to DBpedia’s occasional technical problems). In comparison, Wikidata has a newer
smaller community and therefore it seems to be updated slower. This however needs further verification.
Both Wikidata and DBpedia provide very good general topic coverage.
5.2 Brand Reputation Management
Both Wikidata and DBpedia include information about companies and brands. The following table shows
the number of entities of type ‘company’ (where ‘company’ is not necessarily the same as ‘brand’):

Wikidata

DBpedia

74k companies

86k companies
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To get a better idea about brand coverage, we took a list of 2155 significant brands3 and used the search API
of each project to find them:

Wikidata

DBpedia

1697 brands found

1873 brands found

In both cases, DBpedia has bigger coverage despite having smaller number of entities in total.
Around 300 significant brands weren’t found in the datasets in our experiment. That is just the tip
of the iceberg as there are millions of companies in the world that may want to manage their reputation and
the reputation of their brands. Most companies, the long tail, don’t appear in either DBpedia or Wikidata
which may pose a problem for this use case. In preliminary conversation however, it has been agreed that
the News that are covered in our use cases are indeed about large companies that are very likely to be found
in the dataset above.
In the future however a way of addressing this issue is to increase coverage by using public
registries of companies such as the Global Open Data Index4. In this data hub, there is for example a dataset
of more than 2 million Australian companies. By leveraging such data, we could be able to provide at least
categorization by country which might be a modest start but nevertheless useful.
5.3 Call Centre
The call centre use case might benefit the most from a broad range of general topics for example in
order to support call centre operators in responding to queries about diverse topics. Both Wikidata and
DBpedia are an adequate starting points. They can be further amended by information from other sources
such as the Global Open Data Index.

6 Conclusions
In this deliverable we presented the backbone to the Data modelling for the Social Semantic Knowledge
Graph. The actual implementation, i.e. the building of the Knowledge Graph, will be driven directly by the

3

http://www.namedevelopment.com/brand-names.html

4

http://index.okfn.org/
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requirements of the pilots and will likely benefit from part of the ontologies and the modelling provided in
this deliverable. In this deliverable we presented a backbone consisting of:
•

Ontologies

•

Methodologies for making large graph datasets available and easy to use

•

Related tools

•

Data sources that might be of use in our use cases

In addition to pilot requirements, a secondary but nevertheless important goal is to make the work reusable
as much as possible also outside of the project. For this reason we decided to develop further Knowledge
Graph integration work under an Open Source model, making it available to the wider community.
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